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Code No. Subject Semester No. 

16CEU04 PRACTICAL I: PROGRAMMING LAB - C I 

 

Objective: 

This subject provides a practical application using different tools and techniques in C 

program. On successful completion of this subject the students should have knowledge 

about the C techniques and their applicability to solve the real world problems 

Ex. No. Program List 

S.No Year LAB LIST 

1. 2017-2018 I year  

Sem 

I:Programming 

Lab – C :12 

Sem II: 

Programming 

with C++12 

II Year 

Sem 

III:Programming 

Lab - JAVA:12 

Sem IV: Visual 

Programming - VB 

& VC++  12/ 

Programming Lab - 

ORACLE 10 

III Year 

Sem 

V:Programming 

Lab - Graphics 

& 

Multimedia12 

Sem VI: 

Programming 

Lab - ST & 

SPM 12 



1. Write a program to print first N prime numbers. 

2. Write a C program to generate Fibonacci series. 

3. Write a program to find number of palindromes in a given sentence. 

4. Write a program to find greatest of three given numbers. 

5. Write a C program to count the number of Vowels in the given sentence. 

6. Write a C program to find the factorial of a given number using recursive function. 

7. Write a C program to sort the given set of numbers in ascending order. 

8. Write a function to swap two numbers using pointers 

 

 

 
9. 

Write a C program to Create a structure to store the following details: 

Rollo. Name, Mark1, Mark2, Mark3, Total, Average, Result and Class. Write a program 

to read Rollo. Name and three subject marks. Find out the total, result and class as 

follows: 

a) Total is the addition of three Subject marks 

b) Result is pass if all subject marks greater than or equal to 40 else “Fail”. 

c) Class will be awarded for students who have cleared 3 subjects 

i) Class “Distinction” if average >=75 

ii) Class “First” if average lies between 60 to 74. 

iii) Class “Second” if average lies between 50 & 59. 

 

10. 

Write a C program to Develop a pay slip for an employee using file with the fields Eno, 

Ename, Basic. Calculate DA= 32% of Basic. HRA = 15% of Basic. PF=15% of Basic 

and print all details with Netpay. 

11. Write a C program to copy file into another file. 

12. 
Write a C program to find sum of numbers given in Command line arguments 

recursively. 



 
 
 
 
 

Code No. Subject Semester No. 

 

16CEU06 

 

PRACTICAL II : PROGRAMMING LAB – C++ 

 

II 

 

Objective: 

This subject provides a Practical Application using different tools and techniques in 

C++ program. On successful completion of this subject the students should have 

knowledge about the C++ techniques and their applicability to solve the real world 

problems 

Ex. No. Program  List 

 
1. 

Develop a C++ Program to create a class ARITHMETIC which consists of a 

FLOAT and an INTEGER variable. Write a Member function ADD (), SUB (), 

MUL (), DIV () to perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, division 

respectively. Write a member function to get and display values. 

2. 
Develop a C++ Program to find factorial of a given number using Copy 

constructor. 

3. 
Develop a C++ Program to read an integer number and find the sum of all the 

digits until it reduces to a single digit using constructors, destructors and inline 

member functions. 

4. 
Develop a C++ Program for Banking Information system using FRIEND 

FUNCTION. 

 
5. 

Develop a C++ Program using Function Overloading to read two Matrices of 

different Data Types such as integers and floating point numbers. Find out the sum 

of the above two matrices separately and display the sum of these arrays 

individually. 

6. 
Develop a C++ Program to create a class STRING. Write a Member Function to 

initialize, get and display stings. Overload the Operator + to concatenate two 

Strings, == to compare two strings. 

 
7. 

Develop a C++ Program to create class, which consists of STUDENT detail. 

Derive a class RESULT from the above class and write a member function to 

calculate TOTAL, PERCENTAGE, and GRADE. Display the result of the student 

depending on the grade using Multi Level Inheritance. 

8. 
Develop a C++ Program to create class which consists of EMPLOYEE detail. 

Derive a class PAY from the above class and write a member function to calculate 

DA, HRA and PF depending on the grade using Multiple Inheritance. 

 
9. 

Develop a C++ Program to create a class SHAPE which consists of two VIRTUAL 

FUNCTIONS to calculate area and perimeter of various figures. Derive three 

classes SQUARE, RECTANGLE, TRIANGE from class Shape and Calculate Area 

and Perimeter of each class separately and display the result. 

10. Develop a C++ program to perform Arithmetic operations using TEMPLATE. 

11. Develop a C++ Program to perform multiple catch statements. 

12. Develop a C++ Program to merge two files into a single file. 



Code No. Subject Semester No. 

16CEU11 PRACTICAL III : PROGRAMMING LAB – JAVA III 

 

Objective: 

This subject provides a practical application using different tools and techniques in 

Java program. On successful completion of this subject, the students should have 

knowledge about the Java techniques and their applicability to solve the real world 

problems. 

Ex. No. Program  List 

1 Write the Java program for the manipulation of string class. 

2 Write a Java program to demonstrate overloading & overriding. 

3 Write a Java program to implement the multiple inheritance using interfaces. 

4. Write a Java program to demonstrate the use of packages. 

5 Write a Java program to implement the concept of Multithreading. 

6 Write a Java program to create an Exception and throw the exception. 

7 Write a Java program to demonstrate Graphics and Applet class. 

8 Create a Java program to create Frame, Textbox, List box and buttons using AWT. 

9 Write a Java program to develop a menu using AWT. 

10 Write a Java program to implement the concept of Applet & AWT. 

11 Write a Java program to implement the concept of various events. 

12 Write a Java program which open an existing file and append the text to that file. 

 
 
 



 
Code No. Subject Semester No. 

16CEU15 PRACTICAL IV : VISUAL PROGRAMMING – VB & VC++ IV 

 

Objective: 

 

To Identify, Explore, and Transfer new Technologies that have the potential to 

substantially improve Visual Basic in various fields. 

Ex. No. Program List 

Visual Basic 

1. Write a VB program to implement controls. 

2. 
Write a simple VB program to add the items to list box with user input and move the 

selected item to combo box one by one. 

3. Write a simple VB program to develop a calculator with basic operation. 

4. 
Design a form using common dialog control to display the font, save and open dialog 

box without using the action control property. 

5. Write a VB Program to develop a MDI window 

6. 
Create a VB Program to validate username and password from the database and 

display the appropriate message. 

7. 
Write a VB program to design a Student Database with Register Number, Name, and 

Marks of various subjects, total and average with Back End as Microsoft Access. 

Visual C++ 

1. Write a VC++ Program to display Toolbar and Status bar. 

2. Write a VC++ Program to add, delete string in a list box. 

3. Write a VC++ Program to perform menu Editor. 

4. Write a VC++ Program to perform Free Hand Drawing. 

5. Write a VC++ Program to perform serialization-SDI. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Code No. Subject Semester No. 

16CEU16 PRACTICAL V: PROGRAMMING LAB – ORACLE IV 

Objective: To identify, Explore, and Transfer new Technologies that has the 
potential to substantially improve Oracle in various fields. 

 

Ex. No. Program List  

1. Create a table for Student details with Registration Number as Primary Key and 

following fields: Name, Course, Gender, Age, Year of Joining and Percentage. Insert 

at least 10 rows and perform various queries using any one Comparison, Logical, Set, 

Sorting, and Grouping Operators. 

2. Create tables for a corporate management system which shows the use of primary and 

foreign key. The main table should have the following fields: Employee ID, 

Designation, Date of Joining, Date of Birth, Gender, Date of Transfer. Create a Report 

(Select Verb) with fields Employee ID, Gender, Date of Joining, and Date of Transfer 

with the Column Formats. 

3. Write a PL/SQL block to find out if a year is a leap year. A leap year is divisible by 4 
but not by 100, or it is divisible by 400.(Hint: The function MOD(n,d) divides n by d 

and return the integer remainder from the operations). 

4. Write a trigger that is fixed before the DML statement‟s execution on the Employee 

table. The trigger checks the day based on the SYSDATE .If the day is Sunday the 

trigger does not allow the DML statements execution and raises an exception. Write 

the appropriate message in the exception handling section. 

5. Write a PL/SQL to divide the students results table into three tables based on the 

results(One table for “Pass” and second one for “Average” and third one for “Fail”). 

Use a cursor for handling records of students table and create necessary fields for the 

table structure. 

6. Create a PL/SQL block to declare the cursor to select last name, first name, salary, and 

hire date from the EMPLOYEE table. Retrieve the rows from the cursor and get the 

employee‟s information if the salary is greater than Rs.50,000 and the hire date is 

before 31, December, 2015. 

7. Declare a PL/SQL record based on the structure of the DEPT table. Use a substitution 
variable to retrieve information about a specific department and store it in the PL/SQL 

record. View the record information. 

8. Write a trigger that is fires after an INSERT statement is executed for the student 

table. The trigger writes the new students ID, users name, and system update in a 

table called TRACKING.(Create tracking table ). 

9. Create a database trigger to implement on the main and transaction tables which is 

related to the inventory system for checking the data validity with the tables having 

the needed fields. 

10. Write a PL/SQL program to create a table for a bank account and create and exception 
for managing the account where the account is said to be zero. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Code No. Subject Semester No. 

16CEU21 PRACTICAL VI: PROGRAMMING LAB - GRAPHICS & 

MULTIMEDIA 
V 

 

Objective: 

This subject provides a Practical Application using different Tools and Techniques in 

Computer Graphics program. On successful completion of this subject the students 

should have knowledge about the Graphics Techniques and their Applicability to 

solve the real world problems. 

Ex. No. Program List 

 GRAPHICS 

1 Write a C program to rotate an image. 

2 Write a C program to draw a line using DDA algorithm. 

3 Write a C program to bounce a ball and move it with sound effect. 

4 Write a C program to move a car with sound effect. 

5 Write a C program to test whether a given pixel is inside or outside or on a polygon. 

 PHOTOSHOP 

6 Animate a plane flying in the clouds using Photoshop. 

7 Convert Black and white photo to color photo. 

8 Create Web page using Photoshop. 

 FLASH 

9 Change a shape from one form to another form using flash. 

10 Draw a parrot with various tools available in flash and make it to fly with key frame 

animation. 

11 Create a box and make it to rotate in 3 dimensions with the help of shape animation 

using flash. 

12 Create a simple game with the help of action script. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Code No. Subject 
Semester 

No. 

16CEU26 PRACTICAL VII: PROGRAMMING LAB - ST & SPM VI 

 

Objective: Knowledge on how to Test the Applications Using Automation test. To inculcate 

knowledge on Software testing & SPM Programming concepts. 

Ex. No. Program List 

 
SOFTWARE TESTING LAB: (AUTOMATION TOOL:WINRUNNER) 

1 Perform Synchronization point test using Flight Reservation Application 

2 
Create a software test case to perform TSL programming for Flight Reservation 

Application 

3 
Develop a test case to implement the GUI object properties Test for the Flight 

Reservation Application 

4 
Write a test case to perform Bitmap check points for Flight Reservation 

Application 

5 
Write a test case to perform Database check points for Student Information 

Application 

6 Develop a test case to implement Data Driven Test 

 SOFTWARE PROJECT MANAGEMENT LAB: 

1 
Using any of the CASE tools, Practice requirement analysis and specification for 

different firms. 

2 Practice a function oriented design in software development process. 

3 
Practice creating software documentation for the Analysis phase of software 

development life cycle for a real time application. 

4 
Practice creating software documentation for the Development phase of software 

development life cycle for a real time application. 

5 
Practice creating software documentation for the Implementation phase of 

software development life cycle for a real time application. 

6 
Practice creating software documentation for the Testing phase of software 

development life cycle for a real time application. 

 
 
 


